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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello, I’m (insert name here) and I want to thank you attending today’s presentation.   Today I am here to discuss a  key tax provisions that will affect everyone’s 2015 federal income tax returns. This is  the Affordable Care Act’s Individual Shared Responsibility Provision (ISRP) .  As we are going to cover a lot of information, I ask that you please hold your questions until the end. 



The information contained in this presentation is 
current as of August 21, 2015:  

 

• Visit IRS.gov for tax forms and instructions 
 

• For the latest information about tax provisions of 
the Affordable Care Act, visit IRS.gov/ACA. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
READ STATEMENTS ALOUD:  The information contained in this presentation is current as of August 21, 2015.  Visit IRS.gov for tax forms , instructions, and general filing information.For all the latest information about  the tax provisions of the Affordable Care Act, visit IRS.gov/aca. 



Individual Shared Responsibility 
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Report  
Health  
Care Coverage 

Claim  
Exemption  
from Coverage 
 

Make  
Shared  
Responsibility  
Payment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key tax provision that affects everyone’s federal income tax return - Affordable Care Act’s Individual Shared Responsibility Provision  or ISRPWill also provide additional SRP resources Infographic that we used this year during the filing seasonEveryone claimed on the tax return must:Report health care coverage orClaim an exemption from the coverage requirement orMake a shared responsibility paymentSome taxpayers  may only need to check a box to report that everyone on the return had coverage all year. Others may need to claim exemptions or report an SRP for months without coverage and an exemption.



Reporting Coverage 
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 Check box and leave entry space blank if 
everyone on the return had coverage for 
the full year 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This check box should be familiar to you from this filing season.Form 1040, Line 61 was updated, allowing the taxpayer to attest to having coverage by using the checkbox indicating a full year of coverage.  MEC can similarly reported on Form 1040-A  and Form 1040-EZ.Starting in 2014, the individual shared responsibility provision requires everyone claimed on the return to have either minimum essential coverage (also known as MEC), or an exemption from coverage for each month. Example: Suzie is single and had employer sponsored coverage for the entire year and checks the box on her Form 1040 when filing her federal tax return. As Suzie has maintained health insurance coverage, no payment or additional schedule is required.For any month in the year someone on the return doesn’t have coverage or a coverage exemption, your client must make a shared responsibility payment (or SRP) for those months when filing their income tax return.  Remind your clients that they will have to report  health care coverage every year on their return.Up next - minimum essential coverage mean, who may be exempt and cover making a payment.
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Minimum Essential Coverage 

   MEC coverage is: 
• Offered by an employer, COBRA and retiree 

coverage 
• Purchased through private insurance or Health 

Insurance Marketplace  
• Provided by government-sponsored programs, 

including veteran’s coverage, most Medicare and 
Medicaid 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Internal Revenue Code Section 5000A(f) spells out what types of coverage qualify as Minimum Essential Coverage or MEC. However, the Department of Health and Human Services, or “HHS,” is the lead agency for administering the Affordable Care Act, and the IRS is responsible for administering the tax provisions included in the Act. The good news is that the vast majority of people probably have coverage which is considered minimum essential coverage.Examples of minimum essential coverage include:Health insurance coverage provided by an employer, including COBRA plans and retiree coverage. This category covers most group health plans, both insured and self-insured, provided by employers for the benefit of employees and their dependents.Health insurance purchased through the Health Insurance Marketplace and where your clients  may qualify for financial assistance also know as the premium tax credit. Coverage provided under a government-sponsored program including Medicare Part and C, most Medicaid, Children’s Health Insurance Program  or CHIP and health care programs for veterans like TriCare, Health insurance purchased directly from a private insurance company,  Minimum essential coverage does not include coverage providing only limited benefits, such as:Stand-alone vision and dental insurance Workers' compensation Accident or disability income insurance Medicaid plans that provide limited coverage such as only family planning services,  or only treatment of emergency medical conditions. If your clients have insurance coverage as shown on this slide do not need to purchase any other coverage to satisfy the shared responsibility provision.U.S. citizens, who are residents of a foreign country for an entire year, and residents of U.S. territories, are considered to have minimum essential coverage for the year.Again - Most individuals in the United States have health coverage today that qualifies as MEC, and will not need to do anything more than check the box on their tax return and make sure they continue the coverage that they now have.  For those individuals who do not have coverage, you may refer them to the Health Insurance Marketplace at HealthCare.gov to assess their eligibility for financial assistance and find minimum essential coverage that fits their budget. For more information on the types of coverage that qualify as minimum essential coverage and those that do not, as well as information on certain coverage that may provide limited benefits, visit the MEC page on IRS.gov/aca.
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Information Statements 

•Marketplace - Form 1095-A,  
    Health Insurance Marketplace Statement 
 

• Insurers - Form 1095-B, Health Coverage 
 

• Large Employers – Form 1095-C, Employer-
Provided Health Insurance Coverage and Offer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Information reporting statements about health coverage will be sent to your clients next January for some or all months of the year for the taxpayer, their spouse and/or dependents.Form 1095-A will be issued by the Marketplace for those who have enrolled in Qualifying Health Plans.  Next year will be the second year that these documents will be issued by the Marketplaces.Form 1095-B is a new form that will be sent by Health Insurance providers showing who was covered by Minimum Essential Coverage.Form 1095-C is a new form that will be sent by large employers showing what coverage was offered and provided to the employee and their family.Clients may receive one or more than one for tax year 2015 depending on who provides their insurance, if they have more than one insurance provider during the year, or if the taxpayer, spouse and dependents have different insurers.  The 1095-B and 1095-C forms are for information only and will help you determine which members of the taxpayers household coverage.
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Form 1095-A 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Form 1095-AClients who purchase health care coverage from the Marketplace, should received this form for anyone on their return early Feb nextThis will be the second year that the Marketplaces will issue Form 1095-A’s for coverageCheck that all information is correct – names, SSNs, months of coverage – Client should contact the Marketplace to make correctionsSome may receive more than one Must have Form 1095-A to reconcile advanced payments or claim PTC with Form 8962 when you fileDon’t need to send form to IRS but need to keep with your tax documents(Attend ABC’s of PTC session today or tomorrow)Reminder:  Taxpayers who receive Form 1095-A  with advance payments MUST file a tax return with Form 8962 to reconcile the advance payments received with the actual Premium Tax Credit.   Any of your clients who have not filed, or who filed an extension, should be advised that failure to file a return to reconcile prior to the September Marketplace re-enrollment period, may not be automatically re-enrolled in advance payments for 2016.  (Check Healthcare.gov for additional information.)
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Form 1095-B 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Form 1095-B Issued by insurers, issuers and carriers of insurance and coverage providers of government sponsored insurance to your clients by early Feb next yearShows coverage provided to your client and any covered family membersCheck to make sure it includes the correct names, SSNs or TINs of all insured family members under the policy to be  included on the tax returnCheck the months of coverageClient should contact insurer to make corrections on the formNo information is transcribed on the tax return from this formDon’t need to send form to IRS but should keep it with their tax recordsSome of your clients may have already received notifications from their insurance companies about information reporting for next year. The law requires coverage providers to list social security numbers on this form. If you don't provide your SSN and the SSNs of all covered individuals to the sponsor of the coverage, the IRS may not be able to match the Form 1095-B with the individuals to determine that they have complied with the individual shared responsibility provision.Your health insurance company may send a letter that discusses these new rules and requests social security numbers for all family members covered under your policy. 
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Form 1095-C 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Form 1095-CIssued by Applicable large employers with an average of 50 full-time equivalent employees by early Feb next yearSmall employers with less than 50 full-time equivalents are NOT required to issue these formsIssued to employees showing coverage offered and provided to the employee and family membersEmployees with coverage should also get a Form 1095-B from their insurance providerCheck to make sure it includes the correct names, SSNs or TINs of all insured family members under the policy to be  included on the tax returnCheck the months of coverageClient should contact employer to make corrections on the formNo information is transcribed on the tax return from this formDon’t need to send form to IRS but  Clients should keep it with their tax records
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Form 8965 
Health Coverage Exemptions 

Submit Form 8965 with federal tax return to claim 
coverage exemptions granted by either the Health 

Insurance Marketplace or IRS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Must be used to claim:IRS coverage exemptionsHousehold exemptions when filing with  income below the return filing thresholdMarketplace exemptions using the Exemption Certificate Number This is Form 8965, Health Coverage Exemptions.  It is used to report Marketplace granted exemptions or claim exemptions with the IRS on your federal tax return.  IRS does not “grant” exemptions; taxpayers just claim them on the return.   Form 8965 must be submitted with a federal tax return to report exemptions granted by the Marketplace and to claim exemptions with the IRS  I’d like to emphasize that the IRS will accept requests for an exemption from coverage only at the time of filing. IRS will not grant an exemption from coverage by phone or correspondence. For purposes of the shared responsibility payment,  your tax household generally includes you, your spouse, (if filing a joint return), and any individual you can claim on your tax return.Only one Form 8965 should be filed for the household and will be used to claim all individual and household coverage exemptions on the return.   If you think someone qualifies for an exemption, how do they obtain it?    Well, it depends upon the exemption.You will use Form 8965, Health Coverage Exemptions to claim an exemption from the coverage requirement when you file and report an exemption granted by the Marketplace using the ECNThere are several different coverage exemptions from the individual shared responsibility provision:  some exemptions are obtained through the Marketplace, some are obtained through the tax return filing process, and some can be obtained either way.  
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Coverage Exemptions 

• Coverage Exemptions only available at filing 
 

• Coverage Exemptions only available 
through the Marketplace 
 

• Coverage Exemptions from Marketplace or 
IRS 
 
 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IRS Coverage Exemptions only available at filing:No affordable coverage (>8% HHI)Short coverage gap (< 3 months)Not lawfully present in U.S.Income below the return filing thresholdGap in coverage Resident of a state that did not expand Medicaid  (HHI <138 percent of the federal poverty line)Coverage Exemptions only available through the MarketplaceMember of a recognized religious sect conscientiously opposed to accepting insurance benefitsHardship as defined by HHSCoverage Exemptions from Marketplace or IRSMember of a:Federally recognized Indian tribeHealth care sharing ministryIndividuals eligible for services through an Indian Health Care ProviderIncarcerated[*** Text above was text removed from ACA’s slides to reduce number of slides ***]So what qualifies as an exemption? I will briefly discuss the categories of  exemptions from the coverage requirements:Exemptions that can only be claimed when filing a federal tax return.  They are:lack of affordable coverage,short coverage gapindividuals who are not lawfully present in the United StatesAgain, please note that individuals with household income below the filing threshold are not required to file a federal tax return just to obtain that exemption.Gap in coverage at the beginning of 2014, but enrolled in coverage effective on or before May 1 or are treated as having enrolled in coverage through the Marketplace by March 31, 2014Resident of a state that did not expand MedicaidAffordability: An individual who can’t afford coverage because the minimum amount they must pay for their premium is more than eight percent of the household income. Household income is the adjusted gross income from the individual’s tax return plus any excludible foreign earned income and tax-exempt interest they receive during the taxable year. Household income also includes the incomes of all of their dependents who are required to file tax returns.    This would also include two or more members of a family whose combined required contribution for self-only coverage exceeds  eight percent of household income .Short coverage gap: An individual who had a gap in coverage that is less than three consecutive months during the year. If an individual has more than one short coverage gap during a year, only the first gap qualifies for a short coverage gap exemption. For purposes of the individual shared responsibility payment generally, and specifically for determining the coverage gap, you are considered to have minimum essential coverage for the entire month as long as you have minimum essential coverage for at least one day during that month.  Not lawfully present: An individual who is not a U.S. citizen, a U.S. national, or an alien lawfully present in the U.S. also qualifies for an exemption. Have no filing requirement: An individual whose gross income or household income is below the minimum threshold for filing a tax return. To find out if someone is required to file a federal tax return, you can see the filing exemption chart in the Form 1040 instructions.  In general, an individual need not file a return to claim this exemption. Individuals who are not required to file a return, but who file a return anyway, may claim this exemption when filing their return.   Individuals who obtained minimum essential coverage during the 2014 open enrollment period:  An individual is eligible for a hardship exemption for the months prior to their coverage in the following situations:They enrolled , or are treated as having enrolled, in coverage through the Marketplace by March 31, 2014They enrolled outside the Marketplace (private insurance) but had coverage effective by May 1, 2014They applied for coverage under the Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP)but had a coverage gapIndividuals residing in a state that did not expand Medicaid coverage with household income below 138 percent of the federal poverty line: An individual is eligible for a hardship exemption for 2014 if at any time during 2014 the individual resided in a state that did not expand Medicaid coverage and the individual’s household income, within the meaning of § 36B, is below 138 percent of the applicable federal poverty level for the individual’s family size. This exemption only applies to 2014. It may be renewed for 2015, but that requires new guidance to be issued by IRS and HHS. The Exemptions that can only be obtained through the Marketplace are: Religious conscience: An individual who is a member of a religious sect that is recognized by the Social Security Administration as being  conscientiously opposed to accepting any insurance benefits.  Hardship: An individual who suffered a hardship that makes them unable to obtain coverage, as defined by the Department of Health and Human Services. This could include, but is not limited to, homelessness, eviction, foreclosure, domestic violence, death of a close family member, and unpaid medical bills.In addition to this general hardship, HHS has designated certain other situations that qualify as hardship exemptions.  Some of those hardship exemptions can be claimed on a tax return, and others, like this general hardship exemption, can only be granted by the Marketplace.  Check the exemption chart at IRS.gov/aca for more information on hardship exemptions. Guidance on how to obtain an exemption from the Marketplace is available on HealthCare.gov.  Once an application is approved, the Marketplace will assign an Exemption Certificate Number (or ECN) when granting an exemption; the ECN will be used to report the exemption as part of the 1040 tax return filing.Requests for exemptions that can be granted only by the Marketplace should be submitted as soon as possible, so that you can properly report the exemption on your federal income tax return.  If the Marketplace has not processed your application before you file your tax return, taxpayers will write the word “PENDING” on Form 8965 of their tax return when reporting those Marketplace exemptions. The Exemptions that can be granted  by the Marketplace OR IRS as part of filing a tax return are:   Indian tribes: An individual who is a member of a federally recognized Indian tribe. Health care sharing ministry: An individual who is a member of a health care sharing ministry.  A health care sharing ministry is defined as a section 501(c)(3) organization whose members share a common set of ethical or religious beliefs and have shared medical expenses in accordance with those beliefs continuously since at least December 31, 1999. Individuals eligible for services through an Indian Health Care Provider:  You are an American Indian, Alaska Native, or a spouse or descendant who is eligible for services through an Indian health care providerIncarceration: An individual who was convicted and is serving a sentence in a jail, prison, or similar penal institution or correctional facility. The health care sharing ministry and incarceration exemptions are only granted by the Marketplace retrospectively, however.
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Making an Individual Shared 
Responsibility Payment 

Taxpayers calculate SRP if everyone on the return 
does not have: 
• MEC for every month of the year, or 
• Exemption for months without MEC 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So now that we have discussed Health Coverage exemptions, when would an individual need to make a payment?If a taxpayer (or any of their dependents) doesn’t have MEC and doesn’t qualify for a coverage exemption, they will need to make a shared responsibility payment or SRP when filing their tax return. A payment is due for a taxpayer and any dependents if they don’t have:MEC for every month of the year, orAn exemption for the months without MEC. This information – MEC, exemption or payment – will be reported to the IRS on the federal income tax return each year.  The SRP amount due is reported on Form 1040, line 61 in the  “Other Taxes” section, Form 1040A – Line 38 in “Tax, Credits and Payments” section, and Form 1040-EZ – Line 11 in the “Payments, Credit and Tax”  section. Next, we’ll get into how the payment is calculated. 
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How is the 2015 
Payment Calculated? 

 
• For the year, based on the greater of the 

calculated: 
–  percentage of income (2%) or   
– flat dollar amount ($325 per adult) 

•Limited to maximum of $975 per household 

• Prorated for months without coverage/exemption 
• Cannot exceed the national average premium for 

bronze level health plans 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, if someone doesn’t have MEC or coverage exemption for a given month, how is their Individual Shared Responsibility Payment calculated?First, taxpayers must know their household income and applicable income tax return filing threshold to calculate the SRP amount owed. You can use tax filing software or complete a worksheet – contained in the Form 8965 Instructions – to  calculate the shared responsibility payment,  but you do not attach the worksheet or Form 8965  to Form 1040 when you file if you are making an SRP.The payment computation, to put it as simply as possible, is the greater of a percentage of income or a flat dollar amount, but no more than the national average premium for bronze level coverage. The percentage of income amount is the percentage of the excess portion of household income over the federal income tax filing threshold for the primary tax filer (or joint filers) in the family.  The percentage increases to two percent for 2015 and two-and-a-half percent for 2016 and is adjusted for years after 2016.Now that  I’ve covered the percentage of income method, let’s look at the flat dollar amount method. The “flat dollar amount”  is increasing to $325 for tax year 2015 and $695 for tax year 2016. After that, a cost-of-living adjustment will apply to the flat dollar amount each year. These figures are halved if the individual without coverage is under 18 as of the beginning of the month. The maximum flat dollar amount for a family cannot exceed 300% of the amount for one adult no matter how many dependents are in the family. So, for 2015, it’s $975 per household or $325 x 3.We must compare the flat dollar amount and the income percentage amount and use the greater of the two amounts. The resulting amount is then capped at the national average premium for a “bronze level” health plan that is offered through the Marketplace and provides coverage for the applicable family size involved. Thus, the individual shared responsibility payment is the greater of the flat dollar amount or the percentage of income amount, but never more than the national average premium for the “bronze level” plan.  This ensures that the payment amount is never more than the approximate cost of basic coverage for a year. Last Year  (for 2014), the annual national average premium (cost) for a bronze level health plan available through the Marketplace was $2,448 per individual ($204 per month per individual), but $12,240 for a family with five or more members ($1,020 per month for a family with five or more members).   Check irs.gov/aca for updated information for tax year 2015.Using tax preparation software simplifies the  calculation of the shared responsibility payment.  and completion of Form 8965 to report and claim exemptions. The IRS also encourages individuals to file their tax returns electronically. 
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Return Preparer Interview  
Best Practices 

•Use Form 1095-A, B or C to 
– verify coverage months and  
– who is covered 

•Determine eligibility for exemption 
– Marketplace ECN 
– Income below return filing threshold or 
– IRS coverage exemptions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s recap how will an individual notify the IRS that they have MEC or an exemption, or how will they make an individual shared responsibility payment when they file  their 2014 federal individual income tax return.Taxpayers who had MEC all year will indicate this on Form 1040 by checking the box in the Other Taxes  section (Line 61 of 1040). Verify coverage from the 1095 forms for everyone on the returnIf Form 1095- A , you must also file Form 8962 to reconcile any advance payments and claim PTCTaxpayers who did not have MEC all year may claim a coverage exemption using Form 8965 to request coverage exemptions from the IRS and to report exemptions received from the Marketplace. Review exemption eligibility wit your clientsTaxpayers  who did not have coverage for the whole year and were not exempt will have to make the shared responsibility payment with their   tax return.   They will use the worksheets located in the instructions to Form 8965 to figure the SRP amount due. The SRP amount due is reported on Form 1040, line 61 in the  “Other Taxes” section.  Of course they can also do this on Form 1040A and Form 1040-EZ .  Some individuals will have enough credits or withholding to offset the individual shared responsibility payment and may still have a refund. The IRS routinely works with taxpayers who cannot pay an amount they owe at the time of filing, such as by setting up a payment plan or an installment agreement. Although the IRS does not have authority to file a notice of lien or levy to collect the individual shared responsibility payment,  the IRS does have the authority to offset any overpayment – that is to reduce any refund due by the amount owed – to collect the shared responsibility payment.To sum it up, Form 1040 will be used to report MEC, exemptions, and the individual shared responsibility payment amount, if any. 
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Common Errors 

• Eligible for coverage exemption but did 
not claim 
– Income below filing threshold 
– Not lawfully present 
– Coverage gaps 

•Miscalculated SRP 
• SRP on dependent returns 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2014 RecapThe vast majority of filers were able to check the box on Line 61 of Form 1040 stating that they had insurance coverage for the full year.Many taxpayers claimed exemptions using Form 8965The vast majority of exemptions were claimed directly from the IRS using Form 8965 (Parts 2 & 3)Far fewer exemptions were reported in Part 1 using an ECN from the MarketplaceThe top 5 most common exemptions claimed on tax returns last year were:Gross or Household Income below the Filing Threshold (Part 2 of Form 8965)Code G – Certain Hardships  (description)Code C – Non-citizens and citizens living abroadCode A – Unaffordable Coverage (>8% of HHI)Code B – Short Coverage GapsA small percentage of filers reported an SRP for not having coverage or an exemptionIRS did observe some SRP errors during the filing seasonSome taxpayers were eligible for an exemption that they did not claim and made an SRP that they should not have owed:Exemption for Gross or Household income below the filing thresholdExemption for individuals who were not lawfully present (e.g. DACA or Dream Act)Short coverage gaps of up to 2 monthsSome taxpayers miscalculated their SRP for the following reasons:Adding in dependent MAGI when it was not required (e.g. must have income above the filing threshold)Not limiting the SRP calculation to:the National Average Bronze plan limitthe correct percentage of income (1% for 2014) or The maximum flat dollar amount (3X the adult rate of $95)Some returns were “silent” on the coverage requirement and may owe a shared responsibility paymentThe IRS will be corresponding with taxpayers who did not report coverage, and exemption, or an SRP on their return.Dependents who did not claim their own exemption should not have reported an SRP on their return, even if they did not have coverage.  The person claiming their exemption is responsible for reporting coverage, exemptions, or an SRP on their behalf. 
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2015: What You Need to Know 

• Forms 1095-A, B and C  
•Apply for Marketplace exemptions early 
• ISRP amounts increase 
• 2016 Marketplace enrollment 

– Nov 1, 2015 to January 31, 2016 
– Special Enrollment Periods 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask your clients for Forms 1095 for everyone on the return to verify coverageNot every taxpayer may receive a 1095-B/C form, so you can still accept taxpayer statements about coverage.  This includes Form W-2 and/orOther documentation that may substantiate coverage, such as:Medical bills showing that during the tax year an amount due was paid by a health insurance  Documentation/statement from an employer indicating health insurance coverageMedicare card[Source: http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-utl/Best%20Practices%205000A.pdf]In the rare circumstance that your client needs a Marketplace only granted exemption, they should apply early for an ECNSRP amounts increase significantly for 2015 and increase every year for anyone on the return who does not have coverageMarketplace open enrollment begins in NovLife events can trigger SEP
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Resources 

• IRS.gov/TaxPros 
• IRS.gov/DraftForms 
• IRS.gov/Form8965 (links to Form and its instructions) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to these online resources, The Interactive Tax Assistant is available on IRS.gov to help determine if your client required to make an Individual Shared Responsibility Payment or may be exempt from the payment for any months. The ITA tool is a tax law resource that takes you through a series of questions and provides you with responses to tax law questions.Simply answer the questions and click the "Continue Button" to progress to the next question screen. When you reach the response screen, you have the option to print the entire interview and the final response.The name of this ITA was recently changed to: Am I eligible for a coverage exemption or required to make an Individual Shared Responsibility Payment?  TY 2015 updates will be available in early January 2016.
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